Crime wave hits campus

By Jim Zolotnik

The rate of serious crimes on campus has increased by a factor of 377 percent over the last year, according to the Campus Patrol's records. The increase is due to a combination of factors, including a larger population, increased activity during Rush Week, and an overall increase in crime rates in the surrounding area. The Campus Patrol has responded by increasing patrols and improving communications with other law enforcement agencies.

Sorority approaches IFC

By Libya Farhi

The Lambda Delta Phi National Sorority has expressed a desire to establish a chapter at MIT, according to IFC President Bill Hill. The sorority's chapter at the University of Massachusetts is currently active, and the sorority is looking to expand to other universities. Hill expressed his support for the sorority's efforts, and the IFC will consider the request when it meets next week.

Debate rages on embassy attack

Recent Serious Crimes at MIT

Nov. 14, evening

Assault near Memorial Drive and Logan Circle

Nov. 15, afternoon

Armed robbery near Baker by men

Nov. 16, afternoon

Unauthorized entry, breaking and entering in Baker House

Nov. 17, afternoon

Knifepoint robbery in front of Baker House

The basketball team's entire front court returns for another session when the Engineers face Baldwin next week. Page B.
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